
No Clicks. No Crews. One Love. BeREGGAE.

Atlanta’s Reggae in the Park, is a free-to-the-public celebration of Afro-Caribbean & 

Reggae culture with live performances from local and not-so-local bands, artists and DJ’s. 

Atlanta’s Reggae in the Park, started in 2014 as a small community get-together, has 

organically grown into one of the 

biggest reggae festivals in the southeast. 

The hallmark of our success has always 

been our belief that 

“Quality will equal Quantity” by putting 

our focus on the attendee’s enjoyment 

and betterment, we have been able to 

cultivate a friendship with attendees. 

Each year, we raise the bar. 

Our goal is to give our attendees something new every time we see 

them. We have attendees that travel from all over the southeast to be 

here and we make sure to give them a good time. We are here to bring 

culture and to have a social impact as well. 

We always believed that if can get all these people to show up, 

why not do something good with it. That belief gave birth to 

the Hand Over Fist Initiative in which we help small organizations 

raise money and awareness, so they can keep doing the good work.

🔥🔥✨✨

ATLREGGAEINTHEPARK.COM. ATLREGGAEINTHEPARK.

This being our 5th year we are introducing Atlanta to our vision and 
next evolution of RITP.  This year, we give you BeREGGAE Season, 

beginning this April. BeREGGAE Season is a series of brick-n-mortar 
& pop-up events all over Metro Atlanta from yoga in the park to 

traveling fish frys to late night parties, we are turning this summer 
GOLD. Remember, if you don't see the official BeREGGAE Season 

logo, then it's not a BeREGGAE Season Event. 



Atlanta’s Reggae in the Park is held in Historic Perkerson Park in the beautiful 

westside of Atlanta. Our event grounds have three sections The Yard, 

Limelight Hill and Riddim Field. The Yard is the heart of the event. Attendees 

pump through the largest of our two international food courts directly in the 

inner chamber of The Yard, Lovers Rock. To the left, people flow to and from, 

through the vendor market with bags of authentic handmade goods. To the 

right, friends gather in rows of party tents called “Session Huts”, opening 

their complementary bottle of our signature rum punch. Straight ahead, the 

dancehall. With Atlanta’s hottest Caribbean deejays, for 10 hours, once a year, 

it is the hottest, most energetic, most loved 2,500 square feet in the city. 

As you exit The Yard, you have two choices: the rhythm of the drum circle 

and lure of lawn games and beer might call you over to Riddim Field or 

the live music and relaxation might draw you up Limelight Hill. As you 

reach the top of Limelight Hill you look to your left and see our second 

international food court and the with even more amazing food. As you 

leave the food court you walk across the Romper Yard, a really cool kid 

zone aimed at healthy food choices and active living…. and running and 

jumping and flipping which is all the kids care about. Exiting the Romper 

Yard you stroll through a second vendors market and make way to area 

with another set of luxury party tents called “Family Reunion Huts” which 

are have amenities that cater to the family and gives a clear view of 

Romper Yard. As you look past the FR Huts you see the stage, people of 

all races and colors swaying back and forth, all of them caught in the 

vibez and live roots reggae is filling your heart, there are no clicks, no 

crews just one love and you finally understand 

the meaning of  BeREGGAE.

Social engagement has always been an important factor at Reggae in the Park. That social engagement has taking many 

forms but has been an inherit part of each Reggae in the Park every year.   

The Hand Over Fist Initiative is our internal sponsorship program, in which we sponsor nonprofit organizations’ event 

permit fees to display and fundraise at Reggae in the Park. Our initiative has been assisting these organizations in

raising awareness and funds for their respective causes since our first event and we look forward to its continued impact 

and success. 

Amazing organizations like Urban Media Makers Film Festival, LA FOUNDATION, Project Shine Jamaica and many, many 

others have been some of awardees. Using Reggae in the Park as a platform, we have been able to hold clothing drives, 

fundraisers, voter’s registration drives and help make a difference in as many lives as we can. In 2017, as part of our 

Hand Over Fist initiative, we were elated to award the High Aspirations Foundation a check for $1,000 to go towards a 

higher education  tuition assistance program for graduating high school seniors in the city of Atlanta.



We have worked hard to build and organic following through providing a quality event. Here is a 

glimpse of our marketing reach so far.
2016 Cumulative Facebook Marketing Impressions

522k were reached by organic social media marketing strategy

With marketing beginning on June 27, 2016, 

Daily Impression Average: 9.5k per day

2017 Cumulative Facebook Marketing Impressions

1.2 Million were reached by organic social media marketing strategy  

With marketing beginning on April 12, 2017

Daily Impression Average: 11.5k per dayOver 67% of all impressions are demographically Women

between 25 and 44 years of age.

Sponsor Participation*
All sponsors receive 1 onsite booth placement to sell/distribute product(s) and information (products containing alcohol are prohibited), 

participation in marketing (virtual and onsite) attached official events throughout the “BeREGGAE Season” beginning in April resulting in millions 

of marketing impressions. Audio commercial placement during event (six 3-second name drops during event) and social media mentions leading 

up to the event. We work with our sponsors to fulfil their marketing needs and are open to a limited number of non-traditional sponsorships. Ask us 

how we can help get your desired reach. Remember “buy an event, get a season.” 

“Irie” Package $3000: 

Marketing access to all event spaces, top-tier signage placement at each major attraction on the event grounds (signage size and

display TBD), 1 “brought to you by” mention per hour during the event, other accommodations TBD.

“Yardie” Package $1500: 

Marketing access to the “Yard” event space, top-tier signage placement at the main dancehall, 5 “Brought to you by” mentions 

during event, other accommodations TBD. 

“Limelight” Package $1500: 

Marketing access to the “Limelight Hill” event space, top-tier signage placement at the stage, 5 “Brought to you by” mentions during 

event, other accommodations TBD.

“Romper Yard” (Kids Zone) Package $750: 

Marketing access to the “Romper Yard” kids zone event space, top-tier signage placement, 5 “Brought to you by” mentions during 

event, other accommodations TBD.

“Riddim Section” (Drum Circle and Adult-Sized Fun Zone) Package $1000: 

Marketing access to the “Riddim Section” event space, top-tier signage placement, 5 “Brought to you by” mentions during event, 

other accommodations TBD.

“Vibez” (Mood and Décor) Package $In-Kind*: *This is an In-Kind package meaning that it does not require a direct 

monetary commitment, but instead provision of a service.

Marketing access to sponsored event space, placard at event space entrance with information about your organization, 3 “Brought 

to you by” mentions the event, other accommodations TBD.

“Family Reunion Hut” Tent Package $1200: 

Marketing access to the high-profile FR Tent area located in “Limelight Hill” event space, marketing materials/product placement inside 

of each FR Tent, top-tier signage placement in the tent area,3 “Brought to you by” mentions during event, other accommodations TBD. 

“Session Hut” Tent Package $1200: 

Marketing access to the high-profile “Session” Tent area located in the “Yard” event space, marketing materials/product placement 

inside of each “Session” Tent, top-tier signage placement in the tent area,3 “Brought to you by” mentions during event, other 

accommodations TBD. 

“Make Style” (Automotive) Package $750: Automotive sponsorship is one of our biggest ON-SITE visibility levels. We have 

the availability for 2 (TWO) auto sponsors. Auto sponsors will receive “Official Sponsor” Titling on all Marketing (Radio, Print, Web, 

Onsite)



Vendor Participation*
Limited vendor space! Register EARLY!.

Non-Food  Vendor Permit: $250.00

1 onsite vendor booth placement to sell/distribute product(s)

Small Business Sponsor: $750

We always wish to promote entrepreneurship and small business. With verification of 5 or less employees, a small business can

qualify for the discounted rate and receive the “Riddim Section” Package. Other options for participation can be negotiated.

Non-profit or Government Agency: free

Use our event as your fundraiser! Participating non-profit organizations must actively promote RITP through their available social 

media, email and standard promotion. If planning to sell items, each organization must supply a list of products they will sell for 

approval.

Food & Beverage vendor Permit:  $550

The selling of alcoholic beverages is strictly prohibited. *Limited space available. Includes Fulton County Dept of 

Environmental Health Service Special Event Food Vendor Application Fee. Audio commercial placement during event (three 3-

second name drops during event). Must honor 2 full meal or “combo” certificates provided to Atlanta Police and RITP staff.

If interested in vending, please go to AtlReggaeInThePark.com to complete the online application!

Sponsor/Vendor Rules and Regulations:
All authorized vendors must adhere to all laws and ordnances applicable. Vendors may NOT sell or distribute ANY alcoholic beverages 

without proper city, state, federal authorizations AND written approval form Atlanta’s Reggae in the Park, LLC. All vendors assume all liability 

for their permitted booth and/ or property, merchandise, etc.  There will be NO REFUNDS of the vendor/ sponsor fees, so be sure your 

available to attend. Each vendor is responsible for their respective booth, table(s) etc. as well as set up and break-down of their permitted 

area. Each vendor will receive an electronic copy of their permit as well as instructions for load in/ out for the day of the event. This is a rain or 

shine event. Vendors assume all liability of their products and services and can not/ will not hold Atlanta’s Reggae in the Park, LLC.  liable for 

any damage or destruction to their property while at any Atlanta’s Reggae in the Park, LLC.  or affiliated event. Atlanta’s Reggae in the Park, 

LLC.  operates in good faith in organization, promotion and execution of our events. Vendors and sponsors shall not find Atlanta’s Reggae in 

the Park, LLC.  liable for any sales affected by weather, terrorist attack or disruption, act of god, unreasonably low attendance or any cause 

resulting in lower than expected return on investment for the sponsor, vendor, etc.

*All FOOD & BEVERAGE vendors may be asked to complete the Fulton County EHS Food Vendor Temporary  Event Application and menu 

for the event then submit them to Atlanta's reggae in the Park, llc for consideration. If you do not have food operating license/ permit, you be 

required to take a one day food safety class with Fulton County EHS. If you do not have a Fulton county. State of Ga, City of Atlanta food prep 

and serve permit, you may be required to attend a one day class on Food Health and Safety administered by the Fulton County Environmental 
Health and Safety Dept. Food vendors must also provide a complete menu for the event prior to August 1, 2018.

No Clicks. No Crews. One Love. BeREGGAE.


